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the bintools wrapper was created with the intention of being used as a base for extending the library with add-ons that you wish to develop, rather than to support the development of add-ons in general. a list of dependencies whose host platform is the old derivations build platform, and target platform is the new derivations host platform. these are
programs and libraries used at build-time that, if they are a compiler or similar tool, produce code to run at run-timei.e. tools used to build the old derivation. if the dependency doesnt care about the target platform (i. isnt a compiler or similar tool), put it here, rather than in depsbuildtarget or depsbuildbuild. this could be called depsbuildhost but

nativebuildinputs is used for historical continuity. a list of dependencies whose host platform is the old derivations build platform, and target platform is the old derivations host platform. these are programs and libraries used at build-time that, if they are a compiler or similar tool, produce code to run at run-timei.e. tools used to build the old
derivation. if the dependency doesnt care about the target platform (i. isnt a compiler or similar tool), put it here, rather than in depsbuildtarget or depsbuildbuild. this could be called depsbuildhost but nativebuildinputs is used for historical continuity. the release value specifies the release name that the user wants to download. if no release name is

specified, then the latest release name is assumed. the version value specifies the version name that the user wants to download. if no version name is specified, then the latest version name is assumed. the branch value specifies the branch (usually master) that the user wants to download. the owner and repo values are specified as before.
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the hostplatform field records a host platform for this package. its purpose is so that you can easily determine if a package requires a target platform that you dont have. if its host platform is the same as its target platform, you can remove it from extrabuildinputs. if its host platform is different from its target platform, or if you cannot build it without
a host platform, you can add it to extrabuildinputs. if the package is not compatible with your hostplatform, it is likely to be incompatible with many, or most platforms. so you should not install it, and perhaps not even depend on it. itll be harmless for a developer of a compatible package to depend on it, but for a developer of an incompatible

package, its dependency to this package will prevent its code from building successfully. a list of (name, version) pairs for components of this package that have a current version that differs from latestversion. this is a long and long-established tool in the nix ecosystem. for a package, this field records the latest version that has been published in
the nix registry. this is different from the package version that is distributed with the distribution, which is often only the latest git commit. for many packages, the commit is the result of a long series of development work and is only of interest to the developers. in contrast, the published version, which will be stable, and is often already out there in

the world, can be useful to downstream users. for packages that have never had an official version, such as the xref package, and for some of the nix tools themselves, and some binary components, this field can be empty. 5ec8ef588b
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